Abstract: This biennial review of the writings on the history of libraries, librarianship, and information surveys about two hundred publications that were published in 2014 and 2015. The essay is divided into a number of specific sections, including academic and public libraries, biography, technical services, and the history of reading and publishing. It also contains a brief list of theses and dissertations that were completed in 2014 and 2015.
Libraries will get you through times of no money better than money will get you through times of no libraries.
-Anne Herbert
Historians are enamored of anniversaries, especially those that are divisible by ten. Thus, we just passed the half-century mark for the advent of this journal's esteemed ancestor, the Journal of Library History, which first appeared in 1966 under the editorship of Louis Shores. On a more personal note, I have been responsible for crafting the current literature review for twenty years now, beginning with my review of the 1993-94 publications that came out in 1996. Simple math would show that I have probably assessed over three thousand books and articles that treat some aspect of the history of American libraries and librarianship during the time I have labored in this vineyard. Clearly, our fellow scholars have been busy analyzing and publishing histories of our little subdiscipline, and I can only hope that this fervor for investigation will continue for many years to come!
Edward A. Goedeken is professor of library science and collections coordinator at the Iowa State University Library. Over the past twenty years he has maintained an ongoing bibliography of library history scholarship and every two years crafts a review essay for
Information & Culture on the most recent writings in this discipline.
Sources and Historiography
It took fifty years, but another journal devoted solely to the history of libraries and librarianship has now joined the venerable Information & Culture on that very slim shelf of library history journals. Libraries: Culture, History, and Society, edited by Bernadette Lear and Eric Charles Novotny and published by the Pennsylvania State University Press, is the official journal of the American Library Association's (ALA) Library History Round Table. It should be noted that both American-based library history journals are produced by university presses; the University of Texas Press sponsors Information & Culture. In their new publication, Lear and Novotny emphasize their interest in publishing studies that place libraries within the broader historical, humanistic, and social contexts. The first issue of Libraries: Culture, History, and Society appeared in early 2017.
Here is where I will make my biennial plea for someone to take the leadership in updating the basic reference volumes that support our research. The Dictionary of American Library Biography has not seen a new supplement since 2003, when the second Supplement appeared, and the Wiegand and Davis Encyclopedia of Library History is now more than twenty years old. Nor should we forget the Davis and Tucker American Library History: A Comprehensive Guide to the Literature, which came out more than twenty-five years ago. All three of these foundational publications need to be refreshed, revised, and probably enlarged. Perhaps in the current publishing environment, it would be easiest and most efficient if the Library History Round Table were to consider hosting new digital versions of these resources. This would greatly assist the updating process and make the information more readily available.
One new reference source did appear during the period covered by this review: Mary Ellen Quinn's Historical Dictionary of Librarianship. 1 This volume is part of a publisher series entitled Historical Dictionaries of Professions and Industries, and its coverage is broadly conceived. For the nonspecialist, this is a useful compilation of short entries covering librarians and librarianship throughout the world and throughout history. It concludes with a bibliographical section with entries ranging from cataloging and classification to law librarianship to OCLC and more. Certainly, longtime historians could quibble with the author about specific aspects of such a grand undertaking, but for the general reader, Quinn's book provides a good place to start.
Finally, from a historiographical standpoint, I conducted a study of the articles published in Information & Culture and its predecessors that were most often cited, as well as the journals that most often contained references to this scholarship. It was remarkable to discover the vast array of both library science and non-library science publications whose authors cited historical research that appeared in the Journal of Library History and its successors. Also valuable is a large-scale study of a broader array of library and information science journals conducted by Otto Tuomaala, Kalervo Järvelin, and Pertti Vakkari for the forty-year period from 1965 to 2005. 2 
Special, Private, and Subscription Libraries
Although public and academic libraries are the dominant modern form of how contemporary culture organizes its information, the libraries in this category have a long and storied history. One of our nation's most revered special libraries is the Folger Shakespeare Library in Washington, DC, founded by the husband-and-wife team of Henry and Emily Folger with an initial purchase of the Fourth Folio in 1889. This remarkable couple eventually acquired enough Shakespeare-related books to stock an impressive building next to the Library of Congress. Recently, two books have appeared that trace the history of the Folgers and their work as our nation's premier Shakespeare collectors. Stephen Grant published Collecting Shakespeare in 2014, and Andrea Mays produced The Millionaire and the Bard in 2015. Prior to the publication of these two works, very little had been written about the Folgers, though now we are blessed with an abundance of quality historical information. 3 Finally, in this section on book-length studies I include reference to Roger Moss's collection of short biographical essays on the twentieth-century directors of the venerable Athenaeum of Philadelphia, of which he was the longtime director. 4 A number of shorter treatments also deserve mention. Jennifer Furlong explores the background and activities of the New York Society Library during its early years at the end of the eighteenth century. Founded in 1754, the NYSL remains to this day a subscription library. 5 John W. Fritch and David M. Hovde continue their examination of nineteenth-century Indiana libraries with their review of library programs that were already in place by the 1850s. The authors reviewed a variety of extant Indiana county and school library records that enabled them to flesh out what sorts of materials these pioneer settlers had access to in the years prior to the Civil War. 6 Mary Taylor recounts her experiences as a hospital librarian in the last quarter of the twentieth century while shedding light on the relatively poorly understood environment of this type of specialized medical library. Thomas Weissinger added to the literature a very short book on the private libraries of African Americans who edited popular magazines.
In an informative essay that explores the intellectual role of women in New York City in the mid-nineteenth century, Sandra Roff explains how a women's library was established and thrived in our largest city during those years prior to the creation of the New York Public Library (NYPL). Thomas Wilson reviews the collecting habits of James Edward Oglethorpe, a prominent eighteenth-century politician who was a founder of the province of Georgia. Wilson's article appeared in Georgia's most prominent state historical journal, which helps to greatly expand the readership for library history. Finally, Ricardo Salvatore crafts an interesting-and rather unusual-comparison between the book-collecting and library-building habits of the American Hubert H. Bancroft and the Peruvian historian and librarian Jorge Basadre, who contributed so much to the growth of the Peru National Library. Salvatore's comparative analysis is quite instructive and certainly worthy of replication with other book collectors from various nations.
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Public Libraries
In the United States, there are over seventeen thousand public libraries and tens of thousands of school libraries. Every two years this essay reviews the current crop of histories relating to these two library types, and the number of publications produced during the 2014-15 review period is fairly typical of years past-about two dozen articles and books. Thus, it is clear that many opportunities exist for historians of all stripes to delve into the past of these ubiquitous institutions and help us all to understand more fully their remarkable contribution to American cultural history.
Although one may quibble over the quantity of this section's historical works, one may rest assured that the quality is, for the most part, top-notch. We have waited years for Wayne Wiegand to produce his magnum opus on the American public library, and it finally arrived in 2015. Part of Our Lives: A People's History of the American Public Library represents a lifetime of painstaking research in that most American of all social agencies: the public library. The space limitations for this article make it difficult for me to provide more than the most cursory review, so let me say that the wait was worth it. In less than 350 pages, Wiegand surveys the history of the American public library with an emphasis on the social role it has played. Comfortably conversant with social science theory buttressed by substantial research in numerous primary sources, Wiegand has provided us with an exceptional scholarly work that will stand the test of time for years to come. My advice is quite simple and direct: read this book. It will not only inform you but also challenge you to rethink how you view the history of the public library in these United States. 9 In addition to Wiegand's contribution, we also have Tom Glynn's magisterial history of various public and private libraries in New York prior to the creation of the NYPL in 1911. Going back to the mid-seventeenth century, Glynn traces in marvelous detail the life and times of such libraries as the Apprentice's Library, the New York Historical Society Library, and many other public and subscription libraries whose purpose was to provide reading material and information to the populace of our nation's largest city. Deeply researched, with over one hundred pages of endnotes, Glynn's history presents us with a solid foundation for future research on these kinds of libraries in other cities. Although New York City was obviously the major urban center for the period, other large cities such as Chicago, Philadelphia, and St. Louis must have had similar types of libraries that would bear investigation. While Glynn's history treats the ancestors of the NYPL, another book focuses on that library's more recent past. Scott Sherman, a writer for the Nation magazine, has produced an account of the controversy that erupted in the early years of the current decade when the leadership of the NYPL decided to radically change the book arrangement of the main library and move thousands of titles to a remote storage area. Sherman's story includes a cursory history of the post-World War II NYPL as background to Director Anthony Marx's ill-received plan to implement a "Central Library Plan," which had far-reaching consequences for services and collections. The entire concept met a firestorm of resistance and was eventually quietly abandoned. 10 As our nation's largest public library, the Library of Congress continues to generate a modest amount of scholarship during each review period. Looking at the recent past, Melissa Adler describes the challenges facing the Library during the period after Reagan took office and the advent of neoliberal thought, which has dominated government decision makers from the 1980s to the present. With its declared mission of supporting democracy not only in our nation but throughout the world, the Library of Congress has been forced to operate within a congressional fiscal calculus that is not always in sympathy with the Library's stated purposes. Indeed, the Library's obligation as a national library comes from its own definition of what a national library is. Daniel Brackmann explores the history behind this definition in a brief piece for a government information publication. Beyond the Library's original mission of serving the members of Congress, its other functions include serving as a repository for copyrighted material and expanding the comprehensive nature of its collection.
Shorter pieces deal with specific aspects of this library type. Michael Kevane and William A. Sundstrom, who are both practicing economists, provide an analysis of the growth of public libraries during the period between the Civil War and the Great Depression. Using statistical analysis, they note that increased access to public library services was driven by the impressive rate of immigration during that time frame. We don't often have trained economists providing insights into historical phenomena relating to libraries, so this article deserves some attention. Along this same line, Francis Donnelly takes a modern look at Louis Round Wilson's classic 1938 The Geography of Reading and updates some of Wilson's observations using contemporary data from geographical information systems and spatial statistics. 12 The role of public libraries in the early Cold War era has greatly intrigued Brett Spencer, and he has produced a couple of well-researched and smartly written articles exploring the ways that public libraries helped Americans cope with the uneasiness and fears of our sustained nerve-racking contest with the Russian bear. In "Rise of the Shadow Libraries" Spencer traces the efforts of government planners to safeguard our nation's vital documents against the perceived threat of nuclear annihilation. A successor piece, "From Atomic Shelters to Arms Control," reviews the plans public libraries made to participate in the establishment of fallout shelters during the 1950s. Later public library leaders transitioned from civil defense toward an advocacy of peace during the 1980s. Spencer has made some important contributions to the history of public libraries during this period that should whet our appetite for more. 13 How children have used public libraries has often fascinated historians, and 2014-15 was no exception. Suzanne Stauffer wrote an impressive article that compares how libraries sought to restrict children's access to information at the turn of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. She cautions that although on the surface such restrictions seemed similar, they actually each come from quite different perspectives on children in society and how their minds work. Focusing on how libraries devoted specific space to the needs of children, Kate McDowell surveys the creation of such rooms during the first half-century of public libraries as a feature of the American landscape, while Melanie Kimball explores how an individual urban library such as the St. Louis Public Library created a comfortable space for its young charges during the first decade of the twentieth century. All three articles reflect current and well-researched historiographical thinking on this important topic. 14 Bernadette Lear produced two articles on quite disparate subjects in 2014 and 2015. Her 2014 essay examines the effects of the Great Flood of 1936 in Pennsylvania, which caused millions of dollars of damage to numerous towns and villages. Her study shows how the public librarians in several of the affected towns struggled to restore the water-damaged books, as well as seek compensation from the state for their losses. As a result, public libraries in Pennsylvania were able to develop more effective conservation practices to cope with this sort of disaster. Lear's other article reviews the history of Pennsylvania's Carlisle Indian Industrial School from 1879 to its closure in 1918. Her assessment of the library and its collection sheds light on how this type of specialized school library operated. The history of Native American libraries and librarianship is vastly unexplored, and Lear's narrative provides us not only historical instruction but also a methodology for analyzing a library's collections and its usefulness to its patrons. 15 How public libraries collected popular literature has intrigued Charles Johanningsmeier for a number of years. During the past couple of years, he has published three high-quality articles that deal with public libraries in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and their decisions to purchase or not purchase fiction produced by Henry James, Kate Chopin, and other realist and naturalist writers of the period. Johanningsmeier examines library holdings, as well as the social and emotional environment that public libraries operated in, which helped determine whether or not books from these authors would grace their shelves. Moreover, Johanningsmeier has published his analyses in journals in the field of literary studies, which automatically broadens the audience for library history scholarship. We need that to happen as often as possible! Johanningsmeier writes good history, which is well researched and well presented and, like Lear's work, could serve as a very useful framework for research in how public libraries have coped with collecting the output from other literary genres. 16 Curiosity about the history of public library collection development approaches is also reflected in two other recent articles. Eric Novotny applies his considerable skills as a historian with his investigation into the censorship practices of the Chicago Public Library during the first third of the twentieth century. The resulting controversy-which even got the mayor involved-about what and what not to collect led the library's board to produce an intellectual freedom statement in 1936 to help guide that venerable institution's collection development decisionmaking process. Book selection in California's public and school libraries was the subject of an important research study that took place in the late 1950s. The so-called Fiske Report examined library practice relating to collection development, which resulted in not-so-positive observations about the role of gender in librarianship and collection development. Joyce Latham, who has written extensively on twentieth-century public library history, reviews that report and analyzes its conclusions within the larger framework of gender in public librarianship and the social environment of the public library during that period.
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International aspects of public librarianship are described in Steven Witt's article on the International Mind Archives, sponsored by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace after World War I. Over a period of forty years, these specially constructed book collections reflected Andrew Carnegie's belief that library collections could promote and sustain peace in a tempestuous world. In an essay focused on our nation's midsection, Mary Jordan surveys a number of libraries that flourish along what was once the Lewis and Clark Trail. She assesses the efforts those public libraries have made to provide local primary resources for scholars. Finally, Fred Schlipf summarizes the numerous challenges that face any library administration when they contemplate renovating an original Carnegie-style building. Whether it be installing a new HVAC system, replacing aging windows, or adding new wiring, the old buildings provide no end of opportunities for frustration and unexpected expense. 18 Rounding out this section on public libraries, I would be remiss not to mention Paul Jaeger's newest effort at explaining the public impact of the people's libraries. In a relatively dense work that examines the intersection between policies and processes, Jaeger and his coauthors bring to light some of the latest theoretical observations about the public library in America. One of the early chapters in the book provides a historical survey of the public library and its role as a public good in our society. Jaeger has published extensively on this topic, and this monograph gathers together his cogent assessment and recommendations for the future of public libraries within our communities. In a lighter vein, we can appreciate a collection of photographs of public libraries taken by Robert Dawson, who spent over fifteen years traveling America and capturing the architecture-both interior and exterior-of dozens of public libraries that thrive in towns big and small. Bill Moyers provided a foreword, Ann Patchett penned an afterword, and literary luminaries such as Barbara Kingsolver and Anne Lamott wrote essays. Finally, Jonathan Jeffrey, who has written numerous small histories of Kentucky libraries, has contributed another well-crafted account. His topic this time is the development of county-wide library services in Allen County, Kentucky, after World War II. 19 We can be grateful for the book-length studies by Wiegand and Glynn and the other contributions by active historians. I also liked Stauffer's effort to span a century or more of library thought in her piece on children's librarianship. Those broadly conceived efforts help stretch us in our own thinking. I hope that many more scholars are busily creating their own well-crafted histories of public libraries, since there is certainly a need for more! Given that there are thousands of public and school libraries, there remains the need for plenty more histories to appear in upcoming years.
Academic Libraries
There are nearly five thousand institutions of higher learning in the United States. Histories of their libraries are much fewer in number. We are in sore need of a broadly conceived narrative similar to what Wayne Wiegand recently did for public libraries that would describe the development of these libraries since their inception back in the seventeenth century in New England. Until some energetic scholar produces such a work, we will have to be content with shorter or more focused efforts.
The handful of histories that appeared this time covers an array of topics. One type of library-that of the land-grant university-deserves a great deal more attention than it has received in the past. In her insightful history of land-grant libraries during the first half of the twentieth century, Sara Morris helps shed some much-needed light on these neglected collections. Focusing especially on the agricultural mission of land-grant libraries, Morris provides an excellent survey of the financial and administrative challenges that faced these schools during this period. Along similar lines, one of our nation's most prominent landgrant colleges is the subject of Mary S. Laskowski, Jennifer A. Maddox Abbott, and Michael A. Norman's fascinating analysis of the growth of the University of Illinois's library collection from its beginnings in 1868 up to the early years of the current century. After identifying the titles from the earliest catalogs, Laskowski and her coauthors investigate how the collection grew over the years. This is a very interesting article and one that should be replicated elsewhere to see how other libraries have grown in comparison. 20 Law libraries and medical libraries often buttress the reputation of any institution of higher learning, and the histories of these specialized academic collections can prove quite interesting. Theodora Belniak, who works at the SUNY-Buffalo law library, put together a thorough, yet concise, history of American Bar Association standards for law libraries going back to their origin in the 1870s. The standards were an effort to encourage law schools to think collectively about what library resources were essential to support legal education in the United States. Joann Marshall explains how evidence-based research came to be common among health science librarians during the last third of the twentieth century. Marshall's article is in the Journal of the Medical Library Association, which over the years has shown a sustained interest in publishing historically oriented articles. Finally, J. Brenton Stewart, who is on the faculty of the SLIS at Louisiana State University, assesses the history of the Medical College of Georgia during the middle years of the nineteenth century. Stewart delves into the role the college played in providing medical information to a region of the United States woefully in need of such assistance. This is a well-researched and quite interesting article on a topical area that is very much neglected by library historians. Along those same lines, Michelynn McKnight reviews the interesting history of biblio therapy as an approach toward healing during the twentieth century. 21 Academic libraries as a part of the social and intellectual fabric of our modern capitalist society is the subject of Stephen Bates's book-length meditation on roles that both academic libraries and academic librarians play in promoting and organizing information generated in our contemporary world. Bates's text is dense and his thought at times challenging, but for those with an inclination toward philosophical reflection, his book is worth a look. The concept of libraries as consumers of the published text is not new, but the idea that libraries and university presses could become partners is something more modern. Sanford Thatcher describes the historical development of just such an arrangement between the Penn State library and press that took place during the later years of the last century. Thatcher traces the history of library-press partner ships from the 1970s up to the 1990s, which provides the context for the current Penn State efforts.
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Library Associations
The writings in this section-while never high in number-have dwindled over the past several years. This time we have one book and only three articles to note. The book is quite good and focuses on library organizations not only in the United States but in the world. Chapters on the ALA's Social Responsibilities Round Table and the Progressive Librarians Guild provide a good summary of their activities and the role each group played in furthering progressive causes in the later years of the twentieth century. Two of the articles come from an issue of Library Trends that explores the twentieth-century history of intellectual freedom. Douglas Campbell delves into the background of our famous 1936 Library Bill of Rights. This key document in our history has been the subject of numerous studies over the years, but Campbell provides a fresh perspective and one that seeks to set the events within the framework of the Great Depression and its impact on how Americans felt about various freedoms, intellectual as well as others. Carrying the same question forward into the post-World War II era, Noriko Asato examines how the ALA reacted to and supported the intellectual freedom of its own members. The late 1960s and early 1970s were tempestuous for the organization as it grappled with the impact of the social upheaval of the period. Both Campbell and Asato take the ALA as the focus of their essays, while Sharon Carlson shines a spotlight on a much narrower subject: the Kalamazoo Ladies' Library Association. Organized in the mid-nineteenth century, the Ladies' Library Association was a leader in the development and growth of Michigan's local libraries. Although Carlson's history is not accompanied by any sources, the important thing is that it points to how useful a more sophisticated history could be of this type of library association. Moreover, Carlson's story appears in Michigan History, a popular state history journal with a wide readership of nonlibrarians. 23 The ALA has garnered its share of attention over the years, but associations at the state and local level deserve their own time in the sun.
We have fifty state library associations and probably hundreds of smaller ones like the one in Kalamazoo, all in need of historical analysis and description. Speaking of the ALA, we could use a lot more historical assessments of the various subdivisions of that august organization, such as the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL), the Reference and User Service Association (RUSA), and the Association for Library Collections and Technical Services (ALCTS). We could ask, for example, what were the issues that led to their formation, and what has been their relationship to the larger association?
Library and Information Science (LIS) Education
Library and information science education is another area that needs more scholarship. What appeared during 2014-15 was slight in number yet quite good in quality. Suzanne Stauffer, whose nice article on children's libraries I noted above, crafted another solid essay, this time a historical look at the early years of the library instruction at the University of Chicago. Stauffer traces the bitter contest that arose between the strong personalities of Melvil Dewey and Katherine Sharp and the equally stubborn Zella Allen Dixson in the final years of the nineteenth century and the early ones of the twentieth. Once again Stauffer broadens her basic narrative to include an insightful analysis of the role power, ego, and gender played in the bitter confrontation that erupted over Dixson's instruction program in the face of Dewey's and Sharp's vigorous opposition.
International aspects of American library science education are reflected in Steven Witt's history of the Paris Library School, which was founded and administered by the ALA during the 1920s. Witt sets his well-researched and well-crafted narrative within the larger context of postwar globalization and the desire for Americans to work with and perhaps shape the future of librarianship and library practice beyond American shores. As things turned out, the Paris school did not survive into the 1930s, but it did help spur continued American interest in international librarianship, which continues to this day. Along these same lines, a historical comparative analysis of library science education from an international standpoint is also the subject of recent research conducted by Dennis N. Ochollo and his coauthors and their investigation of cataloging and classification education in South Africa, Brazil, and the United States. I will admit this is not a common comparison in my experience, but it merits a look, if for no other reason than the international perspective provided by the authors. 
Feminist, Ethnic, and Multicultural Librarianship
This section has often represented a diverse (no pun intended) and varied collection of essays and books devoted to the stories of librarians who-not being male or white-have labored in the shadows of our collective memory. Only in the past few decades have historians begun to bring their stories into the light.
By far the best of the new batch of books on diversity in librarianship is Cheryl Knott's very impressive study of the public library in the lives of African Americans in the twentieth century. Using extensive primary and secondary sources, Knott lays bare the extreme difficulties that faced any and all people of color who sought to improve their lives through access to public libraries in an America defined by Jim Crow laws. This is a foundational work and certainly as important in its own right as Wiegand's larger narrative. Together Knott and Wiegand provide a multi dimensional picture of public libraries in America and the role they played in the lives of twentieth-century Americans of all races. 26 Within the larger framework set by Knott, Porter Wesley's work in creating the archives at Howard University points out how important those resources were for the construction of a historical narrative about the African American experience. A quite fascinating study of archival management and access during the Jim Crow era recently appeared in an issue of the American Archivist. Alex Poole surveys the challenges that faced African American historians as they sought to conduct research in archives located in the segregated South. It is remarkable how famous historians such as John Hope Franklin were able to prevail within this environment to eventually produce their essential histories of the African American experience. Michael Benjamin adds his well-crafted account of the little-known origins of what would become the standard reference work on African Americans: Africana: The Encyclopedia of the African and African American Experience. Traditionally, the credit for this encyclopedia was given to W. E. B. Du Bois, but Benjamin's research shows that the idea actually occurred to several other researchers prior to Du Bois. 29 This section concludes with the recognition of yet another essay by the industrious Suzanne Stauffer, who writes on the role of women librarians in Utah during the first two decades of the twentieth century. Of course, with Stauffer, the reader always get more than a simple narrative.
Stauffer sets her essay within the larger theoretical and historiographical framework of women in American librarianship during the period, which is exceedingly useful to both the novice and the experienced historian. Her observations about gender and power in Utah and how it compared to the broader American experience are quite instructive and certainly worth some attention. In all her writings, Stauffer displays a good grasp of social science theory and its application to the historiography of libraries and librarianship.
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Technical Services, Preservation, and Technology
Historical treatments of technical services activities have been rather plentiful this time around, although the majority of articles deal mainly with various aspects of cataloging and classification. In the area of preservation, we have one book-length study. Michèle Cloonan, who served as dean of the School of Library and Information Science at Simmons College, gathered together dozens of foundational articles and essays going back decades-and at times even centuries-that cover the complex world of preservation and conservation. Cloonan has produced a solid resource that effectively introduces the preservation field to professionals and amateurs alike. 31 The history of technical services as a traditional part of libraries is the focus of Mary S. Laskowski and Jennifer A. Maddox Abbott's wellresearched essay published in Technical Services Quarterly. Using the experience of the University of Illinois Library as their framework, the authors trace the twists and turns of the library's "back room" operations since the end of the Second World War. Under the leadership of Hugh Atkinson during the late 1970s and early 1980s, the University of Illinois Library experimented with a number of somewhat radical changes in organization. Laskowski and Abbott's article is a quite good summary of the changes in technical services functions that have taken place in the past fifty years not only at Illinois but also within the larger library community. 32 As far as cataloging and classification go, we have several good historical articles to note this time. Quite impressive is Rachel Clarke's extensive survey of the entire history of the bibliographic record in its various iterations over the decades from its origin in the Bodleian Library in the seventeenth century. Clarke observes that the bibliographic record and the contemporary technology within which it operated were closely aligned, and today's semantic web and other current arrangements are simply a continuation of the same story with different characters. Another aspect of the cataloging world is investigated by Subhankar Biswas and Durga Sankar Rath in their exploration of the FRBR (Functional Requirement for Bibliographic Records), a modern phenomenon in bibliographic control. Once again, the history of this "new" method of cataloging has its roots back in the sixteenth century with Andrew Maunsell's Catalogue of English Printed Books. Yet another well-established cataloging tool is the ISBD (International Standard Book Description), whose modern history is explained by one of our foremost twentieth-century cataloging practitioners and innovators, Michael Gorman. Jean Weihs, who writes a column about cataloging issues in Technicalities, makes some useful comments about the history of descriptive cataloging. In the realm of subject cataloging, Steven Knowlton describes William Studwell's unsuccessful effort to get the library community to adopt a uniform subject-heading code similar to what was done with cataloging description. 33 A number of recent writers have focused on the history of more specialized cataloging topics. For example, C. Rockelle Strader reviews the evolution of cataloging standards for sound recordings, which first began to appear in the 1920s and 1930s. I was especially pleased to see that Strader's research was published in Notes, which is the most important publication in the field of music librarianship. Over the years, that journal has been receptive to historically oriented studies. Another publication often supportive of historical scholarship is the Law Library Journal. This time Ellen McGrath surveys all articles on cataloging and related topics that have appeared in the Law Library Journal since its inception in 1908. And there were many! Moving closer to the present, Greta de Groat describes the variety of challenges catalogers have faced with describing and MARC coding videos and other digital media since the 1970s. For decades, technological advancements in how information is provided has given catalogers no end of headaches! Hannah Turner delves into the backstory of ethnographic and cultural issues that influenced how the catalogers at the Smithsonian Institution have described the indigenous artifacts generated by non-Western cultures. Anne Gilliland sheds light on the first decade of descriptive cataloging in the National Archives, while Martha Freeman explains the aggressive efforts taken by David Gracy and the Texas Historical Records Advisory Board over the past twenty years to preserve Texas's state public records. 34 Finishing up this section, I need to make sure I reference a recent history of the acquisitions part of the technical services portfolio. Considering that the task of purchasing and processing materials for any type of library is a fundamental task, it is surprising how little attention has been paid to this essential library function. Kate-Riin Kont, who works at the library at the Tallinn University of Technology in Tallinn, Estonia, provides a remarkably well-crafted history of the rather complex process of how libraries obtain what goes in their collections. Historical aspects of pricing, vendor problems, and cost accounting all fall under Kont's gaze in this very useful article. 35 It would be quite fine if more historians devoted some of their time to investigating this often-neglected technical services activity.
Biography
The existence of this section is a bit ironic given that what happens in libraries is often determined by the individual acts of people doing what they think is the right action for the times. Thus, every section in this essay could be called "biographical." Yet it is useful to gather in one place works that treat at greater length or emphasis the actions of a specific person and his or her impact on the larger profession of librarianship. Andrew Carnegie, for example, continues to generate scholarly interest, which is the case nearly every year. The latest effort to delve into the life of the entrepreneurial Scotsman is Samuel Bostaph's Andrew Carnegie: An Economic Biography. Bostaph, a retired economist, focuses on the economic aspects of Carnegie's career through the lens of economic history and theory. Carnegie also receives attention in a popular vein with Richard Ernsberger, Jr.'s richly illustrated essay in the magazine American History. Although oriented toward the nonspecialist, Ernsberger's narrative points out the ways that Carnegie expanded access to public libraries in the early twentieth century. 36 Getting beyond our sustained affection for Mr. Carnegie, we can move on to other subjects. The best of the rest by far is Gale Eaton's deeply researched and well-crafted biography of the inestimable Alice Mabel Jordan, who headed the children's section of the Boston Public Library from 1902 to 1940. Jordan was a leader in the realm of children's librarianship and has finally gotten the biography she deserves. Eaton, who taught for years at Rhode Island University's Graduate School of Library and Information Science, actually spent time in her early career working at the BPL under the tutelage of women who had been trained by Jordan. Eaton's book goes beyond a simple recounting of Jordan's life and sets her career within its wider social and economic context. Stam's account is relatively straightforward; much funnier and sprightlier written is Jonathan Farlow's rollicking story of his myriad experiences as a reference librarian in a series of public libraries. His inter actions with all manner of strange patrons while seeking to provide reliable reference service are told with verve and a well-developed sense of humor. From a more tangential standpoint but still very much within the library field is Edward Lewis's portrayal of his career in publishing. The founder of Essence magazine in 1969, as well as other similar publications for minority populations, Lewis created a sprawling communications business empire devoted to promoting the lives and culture of Americans too often left on the fringe of contemporary media-channels. 38 One of the better-known great contemporary bibliographers is G. Thomas Tanselle, who has recently gathered together a collection of biographical essays on bookmen that he had penned over the past fifty years. He also lectured recently at Harvard Library's George Parker Winship Lecture Series about his career as a bibliographer and the beliefs upon which his work was based. Tanselle served for over a decade as the president of the Bibliographical Society of the University of Virginia. Another prominent bibliographer, Roger Stoddard, used the same forum to recount his similarly focused life as a bibliographer during his career at Harvard as the curator of rare books. 39 Richard Cox, who teaches at the University of Pittsburgh School of Information Sciences, has continued to expand his years-long analysis of Lester Cappon, famous for his work establishing standards for historical editing beginning in the late 1960s. Cox has continued to flesh out Cappon's scholarly contributions, going beyond his original 2004 book and producing a successive stream of articles on Cappon's career as a scholar and an editor of historical sources. 40 The history of library automation cannot be complete without reference to the pioneering vision of Ralph Halsted Parker, whose insights into the application of punched cards to automating library functions in the mid-1930s helped spark a slow-moving revolution in circulation and MARC records and ultimately in fostering interlibrary cooperation through OCLC. C. Sean Burns provides an excellent overview of Parker's career at various institutions with a focus on his long tenure at the University of Missouri. An added bonus to Burns's quality work is that it appeared in the journal portal: Libraries and the Academy, which does not publish historically oriented articles very often. 43 In a well-researched essay, Ciaran Trace uses the professional activities of Ruth Blair, the first female director of the Georgia Department of Archives and History, to shed light on the role of women in the information workplace during the first third of the twentieth century. In a similar fashion for a state farther to the west, John Irwin explores the background to the creation of the Arizona archival tradition and the role that an early administrator, Mulford Winsor, played in convincing the state's politicians that such an agency was needed on the frontier. Finally, John Fleckner helps us understand better the contributions of Wisconsin archivist F. Gerald Ham, who for nearly three decades labored to raise awareness-both in the general public and in the Society of American Archivists-about the crucial role that archives play in maintaining the well-organized records of American society. 44 
Reading, Printing, and Publishing
The final sections of this review often contain such a large number of publications that I am required in the interest of space to focus on only those I deem most significant or worthy of mention. This results in a smaller list of notable works being cited, but it also keeps this essay's length from getting out of control.
For my purposes, this section is broken into two parts: the history of reading, and the history of the book and journal and its many manifestations. Of the two parts, the one focused on reading practices contains fewer items, yet even here there are some gems. The discovery of circulation records from the Muncie, Indiana, Public Library generated a flurry of publications, the most recent of which is Frank Felsenstein and James J. Connolly's book-length analysis of those records and how they reflected the reading habits of Muncie. This exceptional work, part of the well-regarded series Studies in Print Culture and the History of the Book, can readily serve as a model for future research in the reading habits of Americans in earlier eras. A longer view of reading that traverses more than two millennia is taken by Frank Furedi, who goes back to the Greeks to create a historical context for our reading habits. In an insightful chapter in a recent collection, Jonathan Arnold reviews and assesses the reading interests of American soldiers during World War I. Amy Blair relates how the popular magazine Good Housekeeping expanded its cooking advice columns in the 1920s and 1930s to include a new service devoted to assisting its readers in choosing the best books to read, purchase, or avoid. Grace Lees-Maffei provides an even more expansive treatment of this topic in her Design at Home. Finally, Carol Colatrella examines the novel as a system of information in her comparison of how Charles Dickens and Margaret Drabble used social and historical information structures in their writings. 45 The history of the book, its publication, distribution, and destruction, continues to fascinate scholars as our new century progresses. Leslie Howsam, who is one of our most prominent contemporary historians of print culture, has edited a new collection of essays in the Cambridge Companion series on book history. A similar collection of scholarly contributions appeared in a recent thematic issue of the Yearbook of English Studies. Palgrave Macmillan packaged yet another set of writings on book history with a more theoretical bent, edited by Jason McElligott and Eve Patten, in its well-regarded New Directions in Book History series. Roderick Cave and Sara Ayad put together a well-illustrated coffee-table tome that presents brief essays about some of the world's most significant works for the general public. 46 Albert Greco is an established scholar on the nature of the bookpublishing industry, and while not technically a historical work, the third edition of his standard study of the book-publishing business (by Albert N. Greco, Jim Milliot, and Robert M. Wharton) does contain a great deal of historically oriented analysis. Anyone interested in the twentieth-century history of book production must consult this work. 47 The curiosity of how books are used in various aspects of society has generated a steady flow of scholarship. Thus, we have Molly Manning's delightful account of how American soldiers read and reread the hundreds of titles in the Armed Services Editions that were distributed to our troops during World War II. Lise Jaillant examines another set of popular books with her history of the impact of the well-known titles in the Modern Library series, which were produced and actively acquired by Americans during the first half of the twentieth century. The rise of the paperback as a format for the masses is traced Paula Rabinowitz's well-researched American Pulp.
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Questions surrounding the historical dimensions of the book trade have spurred scholars to delve more deeply into that topic. Jessica DeSpain, Kevin Hutchings, and Julia M. Wright examine how American publishers could edit and publish new versions of British works with no legal consequences during the nineteenth century because no international copyright law was in place (this would not be remedied until the 1891 Chace Act). John Garcia takes a close look at the publishing activities of "Parson" Mason Weems, famous for his biographies of George Washington and other early American luminaries, and the impact of patriotic biographies on the burgeoning American book trade. Noah Sheola sheds light on the relatively neglected world of Dutch-language books (mostly almanacs and pamphlets) that were imported into the colonies during the eighteenth century. 49 Histories of specific publishers and publications include Ian MacNiven's lengthy biography of James Laughlin, who was the guiding spirit behind New Directions press, famous for publishing the works of Ezra Pound, Vladimir Nabokov, Tennessee Williams, and many others. Amy Clements gives Alfred A. Knopf its due with her detailed study of that press's early years. A different-and wholly underresearched aspect-of the publishing world is reflected in John Hench's exploration of the social networking that took place among publishers and their clients during the early twentieth century as part of such informal organizations as the Publishers' Lunch Club, which was founded in 1915. As far as treatments of specific publications go, a thorough history of the venerable 150-year-old series, Foreign Relations of the United States, is provided by William B. McAllister, Joshua Botts, Peter Cozzens, and Aaron W. Marrs. The FRUS volumes grace the shelves of countless academic libraries throughout the United States and remain a foundational resource for research on American foreign policy since the Civil War. 50 Although the book as a format is a dominant feature of the newest literature, the history of the journal has not been entirely neglected. William E. Nwagwu and Bosire Onyancha conduct a sprightly tour of the multicentury history of the scientific journal and the impact that modern technology has had on its production and distribution. Elisabeth A. Jones and Paul N. Courant investigate the effect the recent crisis in serials pricing has had on monograph acquisitions. They conclude that serials costs over the past couple of decades have not had as much effect on book buying as is commonly believed. Brendan Luyt, who has published extensively on libraries in Asian countries, explores how American forestry workers in the Philippines used a staff magazine called the Makiling Echo. Luyt's work is seemingly a response to Alistair Black's call for more historical research into the neglected medium of corporate communication. 51 The technical aspects of book creation have a history, of course. Three recent books go into considerable detail about paper and ink and their evolution as a basis for capturing information on the page. Both Alexander Monro and Lothar Müller tackle the history of paper in their own way, while Ted Bishop spends nearly four hundred pages recounting the evolution of ink. The several hundred pages of text that comprise these three tomes should collectively provide sufficient information to satisfy even the most curious readers! Further details about the role of paper, its evolution, and its impact on popular literature can be found in two additional articles that came out in Media History in 2015. Beyond paper and ink, books are often encased in jackets and bindings of all colors and types. Kristina Lundblad offers her thoughts on the development of cloth bindings, while Paola Puglisi explains how the Library of Congress's cataloging rules have ignored the important ancillary information that graces book jackets.
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I cannot conclude this section without pointing out a few more titles that need attention. Matthew Battles, a rather prolific scholar who has produced important histories of libraries, including Library: An Unquiet History (2003) and Widener: Biography of a Library (2004) , now turns his inquisitive eye to the wide-ranging topic of writing as a human endeavor. By pen, typewriter, keyboard, or some other means, humans have been putting down their thoughts on the page for millennia. Battles's book provides us, as usual, keen insights into our relationship with the word. Alternatively, Gill Partington and Adam Smyth bring together a number of essays that catalog how humans have sought to deliberately destroy books and their contents from a desire either to limit oppositional thought or to enable new content to arise out of the pulp of the old. Books can be destroyed for good or ill, it seems. Finally, some of the unpublished chapters from Harold Innis's well-known but never formally published History of Communications that treat the history of paper and printing have been collected and synthesized into a coherent narrative by William J. Buxton, Michael R. Cheney, and Paul Heyer.
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The History of Information
Although the history of information as a discrete field of research has been around at least a couple of decades, it continues to generate a good amount of scholarship.
54 Information & Culture began to emphasize research and publish information history in a vigorous manner under the editorship of William Aspray. Book-length studies, as well as numerous journal articles from various publications, indicate the existence of a strong interest in the history of information in its many manifestations. Yet sometimes it seems like the results are similar to the reports of blind men feeling an elephant: each can describe a specific part, but none can see the whole animal. At this point we may not be ready for a wholeanimal description, but we are steadily getting closer to that day.
Three of our most prominent historians have recently authored thought-pieces about the future of information history. W. Boyd Rayward, with impressive erudition, uses his long years of research experience to undergird his observations about the intersection of information, its structures, and its relationship to human society as it has evolved over the centuries. Alistair Black and Dan Schiller, two of our leading historians, examine the rise, fall, and transformation of information systems, which have contributed greatly to the growth of the nation-state, its economy, and its impact on the public sphere. William Aspray, who, as previously mentioned, became editor of Information & Culture after it changed title from Libraries & the Cultural Record, presented a well-crafted summary of the various approaches contemporary historians have taken in assessing the history of information. All three essays merit attention from anyone interested in obtaining a sophisticated and informed overview of the field's current historiography and theoretical underpinnings.
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A number of recent books feature various aspects of information and its societal impacts. The broad context of information and how it has flowed over the centuries in our world is described in a coffee-table-like book produced by the London Science Museum and edited by Tilly Blyth. The British sociologist Frank Webster published the fourth edition of his exemplary synthesis of the theoretical underpinnings of information in human affairs. For anyone delving into the complexities of information in its many guises, Webster's textbook is a good place for getting one's bearings. Another prominent theorist and philosopher of information is Luciano Floridi, who has written some seminal works on the ethics of information. His latest book, The 4th Revolution, continues his exploration of information and how it is used and abused. Along these same lines, Hugh Cline provides a historical and sociological treatment of communication technology and its role in the social environment. Other recent works that deserve attention are César Hidalgo's Why Information Grows and Ronald Kline's The Cybernetics Moment, both of which examine the role of information in the contemporary world and are sprightly written.
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More focused historical accounts of information run the gamut of topics. It is truly wondrous how many different ways the history of information can be assessed and described. For example, the American Colonial era has been the source of histories that investigated the use of information in the Revolutionary War or on the frontier in New England. Even the bookkeeping practices of the early settlers have spurred curiosity among contemporary scholars. Looking a bit more broadly, Matt Cohen and Jeffrey Glover edited a group of essays that investigated how Native Americans communicated in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
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Wars are often won or lost on the information generals rely on. Spencer Bakich examines the use of military information in the wars the United States has fought since World War II. The same period forms the framework for James Cortada's insightful research on how scientists, military men, and the business world created a shared information ecosystem to spread knowledge of the computing environment in the West between 1945 and 1970. Jereoen van Dongen has edited a collection of recent essays that enhance Cortada's observations. Similarly, the early postwar era witnessed the development of early information and retrieval systems, the process of which is aptly described in Birger Hjørland's wellresearched essay in the Journal of the Association for Information Science and Technology.
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The growth of paper as a medium for providing documentation about everyday activities began to grow in importance after World War I. The use of paper to reflect one's identification was one manifestation of this trend, as shown by the careful research of Craig Robertson. Records and their keeping were also essential for keeping track of how the members of 4-H clubs in the nation's rural regions used written materials available to them in promoting both literacy and the 4-H movement's goals for young people. Such curiosity of how information has been used in everyday life has generated an impressive amount of new scholarship, as is shown, for example, in the research of William Aspray and his colleagues at the University of Texas. 59 Information, of course, approaches our senses in many ways, not only in printed form. Two recent articles investigate the role that sound has played in human information exchange. 60 Other nontraditional forms include information as software that directs the performance of machines or information that comes as the result of pushing a button (one of the more fascinating articles I read for this review essay!). 61 A special issue of Information & Culture devoted its contents to the history of the Internet, which is a relatively new phenomenon but one that has profoundly affected humans across the planet. 62 Despite these new avenues of investigation, the role of newspapers as purveyors of information remains a topic of interest for scholars, as is attested to by two recent articles that examine this quite traditional format for dispensing information. 63 Wrapping up this section, I need to point to a few additional books that deal with some aspect of information and its history. Michael Swaine and Paul Freiberger have published a new, third edition of their standard history of the development of the personal computer. Andrew Russell explains the history of communication standards that evolved beginning in the mid-nineteenth century, which enabled large networks of communication devices such as the telephone and later the computer to thrive and grow into the versions that we know today. Mark Graham and William H. Dutton bring Russell's themes up into the current century. Jonathan Coopersmith provides a well-researched and well-written history of the facsimile machine, which became an integral part of many offices and homes in the second half of the twentieth century. Lisa Gitelman expands on Coopersmith's research and explains how paper documents have been a vital part of much of modern society's record creation. The history of copyright gets its due with a detailed assessment by Peter Baldwin. Finally, I need to mention a quite interesting new book on the role that hub cities have played in the creation and maintenance of modern economies throughout the world.
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General Studies
This section can become a bit of a catch-all for scholarship that does not fit easily into the previous parts of the review essay. Despite this, there are a number of important contributions that came out in 2014 and 2015 that deserve attention. In 2015 Wayne Wiegand and Marija Dalbello completed a project begun a couple of decades earlier by Wiegand and the late Pamela Spence Richards. A History of Modern Librarianship is a quite useful collection of historical chapters covering the United States, Europe, Africa, and Australasia. Although not lengthy, this book provides an excellent introduction and overview of the key historiography of modern librarianship authored by masters of our craft. One of our most prominent contemporary librarians, Michael Gorman, has updated his 2000 Our Enduring Values with a new edition, which came out in 2015. Plenty has happened in the world since 2000, but his mature advice for a skittish profession continues to ring true. It never hurts to consider the wisdom of one of our most accomplished library leaders. Alice Crawford has put together a valuable collection of essays on the meaning of the library that were the result of lectures presented at the library at St. Andrews University in Scotland in celebration of that institution's six hundredth anniversary. In addition to historical observations on the library over the centuries, Crawford's volume also contains useful musings on the meaning of the contemporary library by such luminaries as former Librarian of Congress James H. Billington. Another recent effort that merits attention is a somewhat quirky volume by Jeffrey Schnapp and Matthew Battles, both of whom have been involved with Harvard University's metaLAB. Oriented partly toward the future of libraries, the Schnapp and Battles book also features some fascinating insights into the library and its historical role as a keeper of information in various formats. 66 Jeremy Black is one of the most prolific historians on the planet, and for the most part he focuses his remarkable energies on European military and political history. Recently, however, he turned his considerable analytical skills to a deeply researched assessment of the history of information and its impact on technology and human existence since the sixteenth century. This exceptional work provides an excellent context for any and all future investigations on the topic. An equally long view is taken by Charles Osburn, former dean at the University of Alabama Libraries, who undertakes a sophisticated journey into how Western culture has shifted its approach to the acquisition and dissemination of knowledge. Similarly, John Regazzi reviews the lengthy history of scholarly communication from the onset of the scholarly journal in the seventeenth century up to contemporary big data networks and open access. Speaking of the history of scholarly journals, a new history of Nature, which has been around since 1869 and is considered one of the scientific world's most significant publications, recently appeared under the author ship of Melinda Baldwin. Such book-length treatments of specific journals are rather rare these days, yet we could certainly use more such contributions. 67 The relationship between archives and libraries has often been a source of curiosity for members in both camps. Sas Mays has put together a nice collection of essays that explore the intersection between libraries, archives, and the literatures they collect, describe, and make available to users. Deanna Marcum, who had served as managing director of Ithaka S+R and now functions as an advisor, crafted an interesting thought-piece on the separate paths that libraries, museums, and archives have taken in the new digital environment but muses that the missions of these entities for providing information to patrons might merge in the future. In the State of the Discipline section of the journal Book History, Elizabeth Yates offers a well-written synthesis of the history of the archive and its essential contribution to the crafting of modern histories. 68 Other writings of note round out the last part of this essay. As guidance for our work as historians, we should be pleased that David Lowenthal has updated his classic 1985 The Past Is a Foreign Country with a new edition that incorporates the impact of the contemporary digital world and the burgeoning wealth of readily accessible primary sources now available to researchers. Similarly, the indefatigable Jeremy Black has published an excellent overview of modern historiographical practice over the past five hundred years. Another shorter piece by Olga Einasto recounts the evolution of the library as a source of social communication since the fifteenth century. 69 Gary and Marie Radford have been publishing their research on libraries and Michel Foucault for twenty years, and they have not stopped yet. Their latest contribution (with Jessica Lingel) looks at Foucault and the library as place. This is dense material, but it is smoothly written by scholars who are deeply familiar with their subject. Natasha Gerolami adds another brick to the edifice of scholarship by investigating the role of the library as a societal institution. Finally, Wouter Van Acker, Pieter Uyttenhove, and Sylvia Van Peteghem share their recent work on the interesting concept of how the vertical nature of library architecture informs and influences their role as keepers of our collective wisdom over the centuries.
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Conclusion
A rough estimate would show that this review surveyed over two hundred books and articles that appeared sometime in 2014 and 2015. Given the rather small community of scholars who labor in the subdiscipline of American library and information history, this level of scholarship is impressive. Of course, there is much more to do. Whether it be in fleshing out the quite-neglected area of school library history or adding to the still-limited number of biographical treatments, there is plenty of room for more historical accounts of our profession's past. The appearance of the new journal Libraries: Culture, History, and Society is an encouraging sign that new avenues for reporting our research on the history of American libraries, librarianship, and information are continuing to evolve as the current century moves along. There are more stories for us to tell, so let's get to work! Notes
